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Black Bird of the Gallows
Meg Kassel
A dark psychological romance perfect for fans of Holly Black or
Maggie Stiefvater, whose yet to be published sequel won the
Golden Heart ® for Best Young Adult Romance.
A simple but forgotten truth: Where harbingers of death appear, the morgues
will soon be full. Harbingers settle in places where tragedy is about to strike,
then feed on the energy of the dying. Then, they leave. Off to the next
doomed place. No one wants a family of harbingers of death as neighbors, but
that’s exactly what seventeen-year-old Angie Dovage gets when Reece
Fernandez moves in next door.
YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
PARA N O R M AL , O CC U LT &
S U P E R N AT U RAL
Entangled: Teen | 9/5/2017
9781633758148 | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Hardcover | 300 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781633758155

M AR K E T I N G

Huge Pre-order Campaign.
Prepublication Buzz Marketing Campaign.
Book Festival/Regional Trade Show
Appearances.
Major National Media Campaign.
Pre-Publication Trade & Major National
Consumer Advertising Campaign.
Extensive Digital Marketing & Social
Media Campaign.
Extensive galley distribution.
Major School & Library Marketing
Campaign.

Angie knows the mysterious boy is more than he appears, but can’t imagine
that his presence heralds a massive tragedy that will soon devastate the
region. She has more to worry about than Reece’s inevitable departure,
because where harbingers of death go, the Beekeepers follow. Their sting turns
sane people crazy, kind people into killers. Where Beekeepers go, people die.
Quite horribly, in fact. Their love of chaos makes a disaster that much harder
to survive, and they are stinging at will, causing a sudden epidemic of violence
in her quiet mining town.
Angie wants to protect everyone she cares about, but stopping the Beekeepers
involves a choice that will claim her life or Reece’s soul. She’s about to learn
the price of both.
Debut author Meg Kassel is a New Jersey native who graduated from Parson's School of
Design and worked as a graphic designer before embracing her true passion. She lives in
Maine with her family. A fan of ’80s cartoons, Netflix, and ancient mythology, Meg has always
been inspired by the fantastic and creepy. When she’s not writing, Meg is reading and
hanging out with her family. She is a two-time finalist and the 2016 winner of the RWA
Golden Heart© contest in YA. http://www.mkassel.com
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Hiding Lies
Julie Cross
Fans of Veronica Mars or Ally Carter will love the snarky,
whip-smart former con artist Eleanor, in this sequel to Chasing
Truth.
Last fall, Eleanor Ames and her new boyfriend, Miles, divided their time
among chasing down a murderer, uncovering way too many secrets about their
fellow Holden Prep classmates, and falling uncontrollably for each other.
With Miles back in the safety of his military school and the mystery of
Simon’s death solved—mostly—it’s looking to Ellie like the new semester at
Holden Prep will be much less exciting than the last one. Especially now that
she doesn’t have to work at concealing her past from Miles.
YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
M YS T E R I E S & D E T E C T I V E
S TORIE S
Entangled: Teen | 9/5/2017
9781633758162 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 300 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781633758179

M AR K E T I N G

But when she receives startling news about her mother, a new mission begins
to pan out. A mission Miles would never approve of. In order to reduce her
mother's prison sentence, Ellie uses a Holden Prep field trip to help the FBI
investigate a new con her dad and crew are pulling in NYC.
Julie Cross is a NYT and USA Today bestselling author of New Adult and Young Adult
fiction, including the Tempest series. She's the author of the Letters to Nowhere series,
Whatever Life Throws at You, Third Degree, Halfway Perfect, and the Off the Ice series.
Outside of her writing, Julie is a committed—but not talented—long-distance runner, creator
of imaginary vacations, Midwest bipolar weather survivor, expired CPR certification card
holder, and a gym shoe addict. www.juliecrossbooks.com

Prepublication Buzz Marketing Campaign.
Pre-order campaign including series
specific swag.
Local author appearances.
Extensive galley distribution (YALSA,
Kirkus, PW, SLJ, Voya, The Horn Book,
etc.)
Promotion on Chasing Truth.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Chasing Truth
9/2016 | 9781633755086
E-Book | $5.99 / $5.99 Can.
Chasing Truth
9/2016 | 9781633755093
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
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Remember Yesterday
Pintip Dunn
The sequel to the New York Times bestselling and RITA award
winning novel Forget Tomorrow is a perfect sci-fi futuristic
read.
Seventeen-year-old Jessa Stone is the most valuable citizen in Eden City. Her
psychic abilities could lead to significant scientific discoveries -- if only she'd
let TechRA study her. But after they kidnapped and experimented on her as a
child, cooperating with the scientists is the last thing Jessa would do.

YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
DYS T O P I A N
Entangled: Teen | 9/5/2017
9781633758322 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 420 pages
5.4 in H | 8.1 in W
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781633754942
Hardcover ISBN: 9781633754959

But when she discovers the past isn't what she assumed, Jessa must join forces
with budding scientist Tanner Callahan to rectify a fatal mistake made ten
years ago. She'll do anything to change her past -- even if it means aligning
herself with the enemy she swore to defeat.
When her first-grade teacher asked her what she wanted to be when she grew up, Pintip
replied, "An author." Although she has pursued other interests over the years, this dream has
never wavered. Pintip graduated from Harvard University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in
English Literature and Language. She received her J.D. at Yale Law School. Pintip lives with
her husband and children in Maryland. Visit her online at www.pintipdunn.com.

M AR K E T I N G

Features Chapter 1 of Seize Today
(Forget Tomorrow, #3).
Exclusive Paperback Bonus Content.
Book Club / Teacher’s Discussion Guide.
Interview with Pintip Dunn.
Social Media Giveaways.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Forget Tomorrow
9/2016 | 9781633755154
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $11.50 Can.
Forget Tomorrow
12/2015 | 9781633755611
E-Book | $5.99 / $5.99 Can.
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Seize Today
Pintip Dunn
The third book in the New York Times bestselling and RITA
award winning Forget Tomorrow series is a thrilling conclusion
to an epic trilogy.
Seventeen-year-old precognitive Olivia Dresden is an optimist. Since different
versions of people's futures flicker before her eyes, she doesn't have to believe
in human decency. She can literally see the path to goodness in each
person—if only he or she would make the right decision. No one is more
conflicted than her mother, Chairwoman Dresden, and Olivia is fiercely loyal
to the woman her mother could be.
YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
S C I E N C E FI C T I O N
Entangled: Teen | 10/3/2017
9781633758186 | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Hardcover | 300 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

But when the Chairwoman captures Ryder Russell, a boy from the rebel
Underground, Olivia is forced to reevaluate her notions of love and faith.
With Ryder's help, Olivia must come to terms with who her mother is in the
present—and stop her before she destroys the world.

M AR K E T I N G

When her first-grade teacher asked her what she wanted to be when she grew up, Pintip
replied, "An author." Although she has pursued other interests over the years, this dream has
never wavered. Pintip graduated from Harvard University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in
English Literature and Language. She received her J.D. at Yale Law School. Pintip lives with
her husband and children in Maryland. Visit her online at www.pintipdunn.com.

Prepublication Buzz Marketing Campaign.
Local author appearances.
Huge pre-order campaign including
exclusive series specific swag.
Extensive Digital Marketing & Social
Media Campaign.
Targeted outreach to fans of the Lux
Series, Legend, and Divergent.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Remember Yesterday
9/2017 | 9781633758322
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Remember Yesterday
10/2016 | 9781633754942
E-Book | $7.99 / $8.99 Can.
Forget Tomorrow
9/2016 | 9781633755154
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $11.50 Can.
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27 Hours
Tristina Wright
A tense, fast-paced sci-fi thriller set during one 27-hour night,
with an entirely POC and queer cast, from a bisexual author
who is a diversity advocate with a growing platform.
Rumor Mora fears two things: hellhounds and failure. Jude Welton has two
dreams: a nightside without death, and for his strange abilities to vanish.
But in no reality should a boy raised to love monsters fall for a boy raised to
kill them.

YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N / L G B T
Entangled: Teen | 10/3/2017
9781633758209 | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Hardcover | 400 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Prepublication Buzz Marketing Campaign.
Major national media campaign.
Extensive blogger outreach.
Major consumer advertising campaign.
Extensive online promotion and social
media outreach.

Nyx Llorca keeps two secrets: the moon speaks to her, and she’s in love with
her best friend. Braeden Tennant wants two things: to get out from his
mother's shadow, and to unlearn Epsilon's darkest secret.
In twenty-seven hours, they’ll have to stop the war between the colonies and
the monsters from becoming a war of extinction, or the things they keep
secret will never come true, and the things they fear will be all that’s left.
Tristina Wright is a writer and online advocate for accurate bisexual representation. When
she’s not writing stories that combine science fiction and magic, she can be found coloring her
hair various shades of blue, contemplating new tattoos, and hanging out with her family.
www.tristinawright.com.
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Never Apart
Romily Bernard
An intriguing, romantic dark contemporary romance perfect for
fans of Lauren Oliver’s Before I Fall, where a girl dies over and
over again, but always finds the boy she loves.
Every five days, Grace Freeman dies.
Each time, she wakes in the same inescapable nightmare, falling from parallel
world to parallel world, each life slightly different than her first. She’s never
alone, though, because Ander Hale is always with her. No matter what Grace’s
life is like or where Ander is, they always find each other.
But, no matter how far they run, Finn always finds them.
YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
R O M A N C E / C O N T E M P O RARY
Entangled: Teen | 10/3/2017
9781633758223 | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Hardcover | 400 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Extensive galley distribution
Tweetstakes giveaway for finished
copies of Never Apart via EntangledTeen
Special mailing of Never Apart galley
with letter
Extensive galley distribution at national
teacher and librarian conferences and
preview events
Pitch to teen publications, websites, and
blogs

This Fall is different. Worse. Ander doesn’t remember Grace, but Finn is still
coming for them. Grace has to find a way to stop him alone. But stopping
Finn means confronting her past. What if every memory of the boy she loves
never happened? What if Finn is actually trying to save her? And what if the
never-ending nightmare is hiding something so much worse…
Jay Asher called Romily Bernard’s FIND ME a YA thriller that keeps picking up speed;
Wondrous Reads said, “It’s creepy and chilling and impossible to put down.” Romily has
worked in various jobs over the years, but has managed to escape the corporate cell that ate her
soul. She lives in Georgia with her husband and sundry animals. Beneath her taste for the dark
and dangerous, she is delightfully witty. www.romilybernard.com
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Hide from Me
Mary Lindsey
The start of a thrilling and sexy new werewolf series perfect for
fans of the Lux series or Maggie Stiefvater.
We all hold a beast inside. The only difference is what form it takes.
Rain Ryland has lived on the streets his entire life, bouncing from one
homeless shelter to another, so when his mother dies and a court orders him
to move to a tiny town in the Texas Hill Country to live with an aunt he’s
never met, he knows his life is about to change—he just has no idea how
much.
YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
W E R E W O LV E S & S H IF T E R S
Entangled: Teen | 11/7/2017
9781633758834 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 300 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

Seventeen-year-old Friederike Burkhart has a legacy to protect. She also has a
pack of wolf shifters to lead, a coven of spell weavers to guard, a murder to
solve, and a boatload of homework on top of it all. The last thing she needs is
a nosy human in the mix. But when another dead body turns up, Freddy
realizes she can trust no one and is in over her head. Maybe the hot human
boy could be the key to finding the killer.

M AR K E T I N G

As Freddy and Rain team up to solve the murders and stop more deaths before
her pack is exposed, they find themselves the next targets. Can they uncover
the killer before losing their lives…or their hearts?

Prepublication Buzz Marketing Campaign
National publicity campaign.
National advertising campaign.
In-store book signings with Lydia Kang.
Extensive galley distribution at
conferences.
Special blogger, bookstagrammer &
booktuber box mailing.

Mary Lindsey is an award-winning, RITA® nominated author of romance for adults and teens.
She lives on an island in the middle of a river. Seriously, she does. When not writing, she
wrangles her rowdy pack of three teens, two Cairn Terriers, and one husband. She loves to
connect with readers and can be found at marylindsey.com and on Twitter at
@MaryL_MarissaC.
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Omega
Jus Accardo
The second book in the Infinity time travel series is full of
action, romance, and an intricately designed roller coaster plot.
For the right price, The Infinity Division will bring back your loved ones…
Eighteen-year-old Ashlee Sinclair had her life meticulously mapped out until a
single moment of careless rebellion stole it all away. With one bad decision,
three people were dead, including Noah Anderson, the son of one of the most
prominent families in town. His father runs The Infinity Division, a company
that has unlocked the technology to travel between parallel Earths. For a
price, they will pluck a lost relative from another universe, wipe their mind,
and deliver them right to your doorstep. They call them Reincarnates.
YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
S C I E N C E FI C T I O N
Entangled: Teen | 8/1/2017
9781633758254 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

BuzzFeed Quiz: What would the parallel
universe “you” be like if it existed in the
Infinity world?
Movie Monday Rewatch: Firefly or
another new series on the SyFy network.
Sci-Fi and Fantasy Event featuring
frontlist titles and backlist sale
promotions.
Pre-order campaign.
Pre-publication buzz campaign via social
media.
Extensive media and advertising
campaign.

In retribution for Noah’s death, the Andersons waged war against Ash and her
family, decimating almost every aspect of their lives. With nothing left to
lose, Ash makes one last plea, appealing to Corey, Noah’s younger brother.
But they’re attacked and Corey is killed. She almost joins him—until a ghost
sweeps in and saves the day. Noah.
At first she thinks he’s a Reincarnate, but something is wrong with the way he
looks at her. She finds herself drawn to the fire she sees in his eyes. Fire that’s
unmistakably for her. When the man who killed Corey frames them both,
labeling Noah and his friends Skips—cross dimensional terrorists—they end
up on the run. Soon Ash finds that there’s so much more to this than clearing
her own name. Innocent lives are at stake.
JUS ACCARDO spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she was accepted to the Culinary Institute of America. But
realized her true path lay with fiction. Jus is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen
series from Entangled publishing, as well as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult
series, The Eternal Balance. A native New Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her
husband and three dogs
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The November Girl
Lydia Kang
Told from the POVs of the daughter of Lake Superior and a boy
running from the violence in his life, this haunting, atmospheric
novel is perfect for fans of Bone Gap or the Mara Dyer series.
A few months before his eighteenth birthday, Hector runs away to the remote
Isle Royale on Lake Superior. In the spring, when he’ll be legally free from
his brutal uncle, he can go back to the mainland. Until then, he’ll have to
weather the vicious autumn storms and find a way to survive the hostile,
uninhabited island.

YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
RO MANCE
Entangled: Teen | 11/7/2017
9781633758261 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 340 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Early ARC distribution and blogger
outreach
GlitterMagRocks.com
Author blog tour
Promotion and ARC distribution at all
national school and library conferences
Local book tour of Omaha, NB with
Tonya Kuper, author of Anomaly and
Enigma.

But he’s not as alone as he thinks. Anda is the Witch of November, the
daughter of the lake itself, and she thirsts for storms and shipwrecks. When
she finds Hector on her island, she should run him off for his own safety—but
she’s fascinated by him and his unusual ability to see her. For the first time,
she might have found a reason to fight her bloodthirsty nature.
Hector is running away from violence; Anda has violence running in her
veins. Together, they could save—or destroy—each other.
Lydia Kang is an author of young adult fiction, poetry, and narrative non-fiction. She is a
practicing physician who has gained a reputation for helping fellow writers achieve medical
accuracy in fiction. Her poetry and non-fiction have been published in JAMA, The Annals of
Internal Medicine, Canadian Medical Association Journal, Journal of General Internal
Medicine, and Great Weather for Media. She believes in science and knocking on wood, and
lives in Omaha with her husband and three children.
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The Unexpected Affections of
Julian Adair
Lisa Brown Roberts
Signature humor and heart-pounding romance meet Pride and
Prejudice in Lisa Brown Roberts’s latest romantic comedy.
No one knows why Julian Adair left his fancy boarding school to complete his
senior year at Longbourn High School, and he’s not about to tell anyone especially not the bossy Abby Bennet who runs the school service hours
project with an iron fist.

YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
R O M A N C E / C O N T E M P O RARY
Entangled: Teen | 11/7/2017
9781633756984 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 300 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781633756991

M AR K E T I N G

Review copies sent to Denver Post and
other media channels
Review copies sent to School Library
Journal, Publisher's Weekly, Kirkus, and
other key review channels
Reread of The Replacement Crush
Pride & Prejudice & P&P Retellings
Rewatch Series
YouTube advertising campaign with
Pemberley Digital’s The Lizzie Bennet
Diaries

Abby is determined to humble the arrogant newcomer via his service project,
and he’s just as determined to dodge the requirement. Julian came home for an
important reason, and the last thing he needs is a pesky do-gooder interfering
in his life.
Tempers flare and misunderstandings escalate between Julian and Abby, and
when a wave of robberies rattles the town of Meryton- casting suspicion on
Julian- Abby isn’t sure what to believe about the enigmatic newcomer.
Julian loves to fly solo in his beloved Cessna, but for the first time in his life
he considers the benefits of a co-pilot...especially one as irritating-and
appealing- as Abby.
Lisa Brown Roberts still hasn't recovered from the teenage trauma of nearly tweezing off both
eyebrows and having to pencil them in for an entire school year. This and other angst-filled
memories inspire her to write YA books about navigating life's painful and funny dramas, and
falling in love along the way. She lives in Colorado in a house full of books, boys, four-legged
prima donnas, and lots of laughter.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Replacement Crush
9/2016 | 9781633755048
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
The Replacement Crush
9/2016 | 9781633755055
E-Book | $5.99 / $5.99 Can.
Resisting the Rebel
7/2016 | 9781633756816
E-Book | $3.99 / $3.99 Can.
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Sea of Strangers
Erica Cameron
A diverse, gritty fantasy with multiple complex cultures, a third
sex, and high-tension romance, perfect for fans of Marie Lu and
Ellen Oh.
Follow up to the 2017 release Island of Exiles.

YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
S C I E N C E FI C T I O N
Entangled: Teen | 12/5/2017
9781633758285 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 340 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

Khya and Tessen are on the run. With Varan chasing her across the sea and
the people come to warn of his invasion hunting them down on land, Khya
has nowhere to turn. The only way to kill Varan before he destroys her home
and invades Ryogo is to find a way to break immortality—which also risks her
brother’s life. And Ryogo has a new magic. A way of using the world’s energy
that she’s never seen before. Harnessing it could change everything and keep
Ryogo safe, but this land of hostile strangers doesn’t want Khya’s help, and it
doesn’t want to give up its secrets about Varan.
ERICA CAMERON is a Young Adult and New Adult author living in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, who spends her days working with teens and nights writing for them. Saying she
writes a lot is a grand understatement. www.byericacameron.com

M AR K E T I N G

Outreach to fans of Island of Exiles,
first in the series.
Pitch to Fandom.net for inclusion in the
Fandom Feels Live Book Club.
Social media campaign with bloggers.
Advertising on Teen social media sites
like GlitterMagRocks.com and Justine
Magazine.
Viral social media campaign based
around a citizenship quiz for this
imaginary world, which will be publicized
on our site and several other teen-related
blogs.
Pre-publication publicity campaign.
Possible in print advertising.

AL S O AVA ILABL E
Island of Exiles
2/2017 | 9781633755925
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Island of Exiles
2/2017 | 9781633755963
E-Book | $5.99 / $5.99 Can.
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Where the Sea Takes Me
Heidi R. Kling
The sequel to Heidi Kling’s Where I Found You is a sweeping
romance full of exotic locations and heart-pounding emotion.
It’s been three years since Sienna had to leave Deni on the broken shores of
Bande Aceh, Indonesia. Three years she’s spent trying to patch together her
broken heart.
Now a freshman at Stanford, Sienna loves her classes, and her see-you-on-theweekend relationship with Spider is going really well—that is, until three
bombs drop.
One: Spider asks Sienna to transfer to his college and move in with him.
YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
T H R ILL E R S & S U S P E N S E
Entangled: Teen | 12/5/2017
9781633758308 | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 340 pages
8.1 in H | 5.4 in W

M AR K E T I N G

Participation in B&N TEEN’s Open Mic
Monthly Series
Live tweeting events with Heidi Kling &
Entangled TEEN, during release week
Hypable.com or Teenreads.com cover
reveal & giveaway
USAToday.com/Happily Ever After
author interview
Blog Tour through YA Bound

Two: Sienna’s father, unbeknownst to her, helped Deni get a student visa.
Meaning Deni’s coming to Stanford. This week.
Three: That relief trip to Cambodia she’s about to take? Deni’s going with
her.
When Sienna sees Deni again, it’s like she’s back on that beach. And he feels
the same way. How can Sienna move forward with Spider, the boy who loves
her body and soul, when Deni makes her feel so incredibly alive? And after
finding each other again, how can she let him go?
After earning her MFA in Writing for Children from the New School in New York, Heidi R.
Kling returned to Northern California where she lives with her family just over the coastal
mountains from the sea.
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